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Demand for B. C. Graduate School RESUME WORK ON CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY FROM ENGLAND
Students Far in Excess of Supply THE B. C: LIBRARY TO DEBATE FULTON ON PRIVATE RIGHTS
Classes Open to Men and Women Are Held at
Boston College High From 4.20 to 6 P.M.
Daily?Also Saturday A.M.

Contract for Construction
Is Awarded Walsh

EXCELLENT ENROLLMENT AT OPENING

READY IN 1927

rating of 929 out of a possible 1000.
This was the highest rating of the

whole

exam.

Paul Shea won second

place in the same branch.
Edward Brickley, Edmund Spang,
James O'Dowd, Thomas Deely, John
Collins, Martin Mclnerney and Joseph
Casey won respectively the places
ranging from third through ninth. All

men of the class of '25 and all but
Mr. Collins took the M.A. course at
B. C. last year.
The only B. C. man to enter the field
of Bookkeeping and Commercial
Arithmetic, Francis O'Brien placed
are

third.

v

Sciruc-.-. 1.-niis Welch,
Ph.B., and M.Sc. B. C, came first,
and Francis Carroll, A.B. and A.M.,
B. C, was third.
The first two places in History were
won by B. C, men, Cornelius Murphy
In Ceiicral

KEEFE IS APPOINTED
BUSINESS MANAGER
1927 Sub-Turri, Year
Book of Graduating
Class

Of

STAFF SELECTION SOON
Plans for

the.

1927 Sub Turri are

to assume definite shape.
Before the close of college last June,
Francis I. Murphy announced that he
beginning

had selected Frederic A. McDermott
as editor-in-chief. President Murphy
had made his choice dependent, upon
past

experience

and

all

genera)

around ability. After narrowing down
the list of prospects he finally chose
Fred McDermott as the best qualified

for the arduous task of compiling the
1927 annual.
Since
year

the

the

opening of the college

editor-in-ehief has

been

working in cooperation with the president to complete the staff. After much
consideration

the

business manager

*Tho hr h\~-<

?,v;v

the 1927 Sub Turri is J. Leo
Keefe. The choice for this position
was equally as difficult to determine

for

as the selection of the editor-in-chief,
and if was the all around ability of

and Edward Dullea.
B. C. men won first five places in
Latin. They are John Cray, Cornelius
O'Keefe, John M. Maloney. Richard
Tuson and William Hartigan. Edmund
Barry and John McGrath were second
and third in Mathematics and Henry
Powers was first in Physics-Chemistry.
The degrees conferred in the Graduate School are Master of Arts, Master of Science, Master of Education,
Doctor
of Education, Doctor
of
Science and Doctor of Philosophy.
Classes are open to men and women
and are held in the rooms of the Boston College High School, weekdays
from 4.20 to 6 P.M., and Saturday
mornings from 9.30 A.M. to 12.20 P.M.
The following courses are offered
(luring the present session:

Leo Keefe that merited the office.
Both Fred McDermott and Leo
Keefe have been mainstays of the debating teams since their entrance to
Boston College. In his freshman year
Fred M.-Dermott was president of the
Lrosnaban Debating Society, which
has since merged with the Marquette.
Fred and Leo were members of the
1927 team tnat triumphed over the
representatives of 1928.
The same
year Leo Keefe played a major part
in defeating Fordham on a question
involving the cancellation of the allied war debt, while Fred McDermott

(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)

senting the Fulton Debating Society.
On each occasion the Fulton was returned the victor, the first over M. I. T.
and the second over Loyola University, champions of Canada, and the
third over the City College of New
York. As a member of the Fulton.
Fred McDermott also was active,
sharing in the decisive victory over
Dartmouth College on the question of

1926 MEN REPRESENTED
IN VARIOUS BRANCHES
INFORMATION WANTED
In response to a demand by members of the class of 1926, whom the
News Editor met after the auspicious
opening- of the football season against
Catholic University. The HEIGHTS
is printing a list of the fields of endeavor some of the 31)26 men are
engaged in. Of course it was impossible to secure an adequate list and
the HEIGHTS extends an invitation
to the members of 1926 to let one
another know what work they are
undertaking through the columns of

the HEIGHTS.
Seventeen members of the class are
known to have embraced medicine as
their life work:
Johns Hopkins: George Govatsos;
Yale Medical: Edward Flynn, Thomas
Eagan; Harvard Medical: John Poutas, Theodore Brown; B. U. Medical:
Harold Groden, Harold I. B. Harris,
Daniel Sheehan, Thomas Halpin, Robert Shaughnessey, :. Louis JB.arron;
(Continued on Page 6, Ostein

Bros.

SELECT FULTON CONTESTANTS WEDNESDAY

This past week work has been rethe f.ibwyt-' :'niUl)!i<>,\ The

;:um'3d on

library is the fourth of the group of
structures whose plans were drawn
ip by Magennis ami Walsh, internationally known architects.

FR. CORRIGAN, S.J.
ON "EQUAL RIGHTS"

L

.

The values of the degrees given by

the Boston College Graduate School
of Education has been evidenced in
many way.- recently.
Not only has
every man who received a graduat?
degree from Boston College in June,
192(5, been placed in a teaching position, but the demand has far exceeded
the supply for recipients of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy as well
as Master of Arts and Master of
Science from B. C.
The cause is easily discernible from
the results of the examinations for the
certificates of junior assistant in the
public high schools of the city of Boston. In every branch in which B. C.
men entered their names were found
at the head of the list after the exams
In French, Will Walsh obtained a

Debate at Heights Friday,
October 29, Made Public?To Be Conducted
Under Oxford System

Negotiations for

journeyed to Philadelphia as a member of the Marquette team that confounded St. Joseph's College in a debate on restricted immigration.
Last year Leo Keefe look part in
three intercollegiate debates, repre-

(Continued on Page G,

Col.
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STUDENT BODY ENJOYS
WORLD SERIES GAMES
RADIO INSTALLED
The World

Series games

had the
upper hand at the college this week
when the students who were free
from class restrictions assembled in
the spacious Junior C classroom to
witness the spectacular plays as reproduced over the radio.

Under

the

direction of

Charles

Duffy, laboratory assistant and honorary president of the Radio Club, a
powerful five-tube modern outfit was
?installed and operated for the benefit
o&Jtlie

enthusiasts.

The contract for 'his building has
jeen awarded to Walsh Bros.
The
\u25a0instruction of this edifice, built of
stone and granite, will be pushed in
jiaer mat it may bj ready for occupancy the fall of 1927. The architecture style is picturesque Gothic, in
keeping with the other buildings of
the campus.

Located at the bend of the road at
Commonwealth avenue and College
road on the rise of the hill, the Library, tapering off in a stately tower,
will be a prominent addition to the
college group.} Tall buttresses with a
series of niches for the figures ofCatholic scholars win be a feature of
the exterior of the building. The main
entrance is on the e.st side. At present the assembly hall is used as an
auditorium for (the entire student
body. Accommodations will be provided for about 600*000 volumes. The
plans include a spacious stock room
in the basement, a main reading room,
fourteen study alcoves and other
rooms. The equiiV'/ent for the T_
in.iry \v>*i ik''iik' !i it-*. f/.issiiiuC
W.th the completion oi the Libiaiy
a long felt want will be filled.
For
some time now the lack of an ade:

quate study hall has been apparent,
and m the last two years it has become a necessity.
From the work
already completed, it promises to surpass the other buildings in beauty, and
will undoubtedly add to the prestige
of Magennis and Walsh.

BELGIAN STUDENTS TO
CORRESPOND WITH B. C.
Novel System Inaugurated
by French Academy
TAYLOR READS
As a result of a motion

made by

Taylor, the librarian of the
French Academy, the members of the
Academy are going to exchange letters with, college students in BelMr.

Taylor wrote to Fr.
deCleyn, S.J., of the school of Foreign Service at St. Ignatius Institute
gium.

Mr.

in Antwerp and to the Prefect of St.
Michael's College, at Bruxelles, ask-

ing for the names of students to
whom the members of the Academy
may write. A two-fold benefit is to
be gainec? from this: that of learning
to write French and that of finding,
correcting and profiting by mistakes
in our language.
Continuing in the field so successfully handled last year, the Acadamy is to resume its activity in the
art of debating in French. It is the
aim of the Moderator to have at least
one academic debate a month, thus
paving- the way for more important
debates to come. Fr. deMangelere
was very much pleased at the large
number of new members who have
joined but would like to see more
Freshmen in the Academy.
The feature of last week's meetingwas a reading by Mr. Taylor, "The
Ace of Aces," describing the wonderfully
heroic achievements of
Guynemer, a famous French pilot in
the World War.

Declares Women Should
Have, Not Equality, But

Preference
AMENDMENT DECEPTIVE
that the proposed 20th
amendment to the Constitution, the
so-called "Equal Rights" amendment,

Declaring

would demoralize and disrupt the social order of American life, Rev. Jones
I. Corrigan. S.J., professor of sociology in the Boston College Graduate
School, in the fourth lecture of his
course on "Outstanding Problems of
the Day," at Boston College yesterday afternoon, said that "women
should have, not equality, but pref-

erence before the law."
"Tiie law of the sea, 'women and
children first,' should be the law of
the land," Father Corrigan said. "In
our complex modern life especially,
social policy demands protection for
women, not equality. The main objection to the proposed amendment is
based on the fact that it will leave
those who most need the law's pro-

J.f"'t'or. '.!ef(>Ti"';]f'ss

ncwinst

Mip

pnipl

exactions of modern life and conditions.
"The arguments advanced by the
National Woman's Party for the socalled 'equal lights' amendment to the
Federal Constitution," Father Corrigan

said, "are plausible, but deceptive.

Where laws now hamper women or
work injustice to them, the right
method is to repeal such laws or alter
them one by one. The trouble with
the constitutional amendment sponsored by the Women's Party is that
it is too dangerously sweeping and

all-inclusive.
"The proposed amendment would
piobably invalidate state laws riuiv
xisting for the protection of women
and children. This protection o
been too dearly bougnt and is of to<
great a social value, to be lightly
given up. Legal 'equality' would lead
(o economic
subjection of working
women and girls.
Massachusetts is
not ready for that.
*

"Again, 'equal rights' would involve
such alternatives as that the state
should do without the laws requiring
men to support their wives, or make
wives equally responsible for the support of their husbands. The theory
(Continued on Page 6,

Col. 5)

Dagata Receives First
Major Injury of Seasor

The

Cambridge

University

De-

bater:- who arc touring the eastern
United States this fail will appear
here against representatives of the
Fulton Debating- Society on Friday
evening, October 29, according to an
last
public
announcement
made
Thursday. The news came as a dis-

tinct surprise as it was not generally
known that negotiations were under
way for such a meeting. The subject agreed upon for debate is, "Resolved: That this House deplores the

Tendencies of Government
Invade the Rights of Individuals,"
with Boston College upholding the
affirmative. The debate will be conducted under the Oxford system with
the affirmative having the last rebuttal.
The three Cambridge University
debaters, H. G. G. Herklots, A. L.
Hutchinson and W. G. Fordham, are
men of great promise and oratorical
ability in English university life. Mr.
Ilerklots is a bachelor of arts and is
now at Ridley Hall, Trinity College,
where he is doing post graduate work
in history and theology. He is an
author of note and takes a keen
interest in the work of the International Student Service. Mr. Hutchinson is in residence at Christ's
growing

to

College and
Society, the
college. He
and appears

is president o/ Milton
debating society of that
is an avowed Socialist
frequently in different
parts of the country to address mass
meetings. The third member of the
trio, Mr. Fordham, received his degree at Magdalene College last June.
During his residence at the university he was one of the leaders in
undergraduate political life and held
the presidency of the Magdalene Law
Society. His eloquence has earned
for him the praise of members of
parliament and he is much sought as
a popular speaker on Liberal Party
platforms. All are deeply inter-

ested in educational and political,
questions especially those concerned
with land and industry.
The members of the Fulton Debating Society who will take the platform against these eminent debaters
will be selected on next Wednesday
when trials will be held in the Assembly Hall.

HEIGHTS MYSTERY
STILL UNSOLVED
Editorial Posted on Board
in Wee Morning Hours
by Masked C. J. D.

SEVERE HAND CUT
The first major incapacitation of
th-> football season occurred last
week and unfortunately it had to be
one of the capable backfield candidates.
It all happened in the locker room.
Charlie Dagata, regarded by the
coaches as one of the most promising
backfield men on the squad, is theinjured one. While reaching up on
top of the lockers for some of his
equipment, he slipped in sonic manner, and in the ensuing tumble received a very severe cut on his right
hand. He was brought to Saint
Elizabeth's Hospital immediately,
and it required eleven stitches to
close the wound, said by one of the
doctors to be the worst he had ever

seen.
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 5)

Mystery surrounds the weekly delivery of editorials signed by C. J. D..
whoever he may be. This week the
unknown author fastened a sealed envelope containing' his manuscript to.
the HEIGHTS bulletin board.
A keen sense of writing ability
manifests- itself in the articles written by this Freshman.
His articles
are well worth publishing, but a strict
rule embodied in the articles of The
HEIGHTS is that no article unless
signed by the author or his name made
known to the board can be published
in its columns.
Should the masked author reveal his
identity to the chairman of the editorial board and sign up, the paper
would more than appreciate his services. As long as he remains incognito
his articles must likewise remain unknown.

THE HEIGHTS

MANAGING BOARD
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INTERNATIONAL DEBATE

THE

astonishing announcement
an
College
engage
Cambridge
with
bating Society is busy making preparations in the short time remaining to it to defend its honors as one of the foremost intercollegiate debating teams in the country. And on October 29th our
orators will be ready to meet the visiting team of English debaters.
This event looms up now as our most important, most notable endeavor of the year. The debate will be bound to attract widespread attention both here and across the water. For the "little"
college on the Heights will be on the platform matching wits with
one of the oldest and biggest universities in all England.
Boston College has occupied the limelight before. It is a not
unaccustomed place for our alma mater. Short years ago the
whole eastern seaboard was shaken by the astounding news that
''little" Boston College had humbled mighty Yale in a gridiron
battle. A year later and this husky Eagle band had again beaten
the Blue bulldog.
Out of all this came a certain amount of publicity?much of it
good and merited?some of it utterly false, groundless and undeserved. The true popularity resulting from the encounter showed
B. C. to be a man's college capable of producing athletic teams the
equal of any in the land. This was truth indeed, truth, moreover,
which our various athletic teams are even now demonstrating.
By the side of the new, sun-like glory of our gridiron eminence
our cultural achievements unfortunately seemed dim and unreal
and were overlooked by many. Not that these achievements were
ever absent. They simply escaped the notice of superficial ob-

of clear October sky came the
in
international debate
OUTthat
was to
Boston
University of England. The Fulton Dehistoric
a

servers.
So it will come as a shock to some to hear of the present debate.
It will be almost impossible for some to conceive of the Fulton
meeting, on the speaking platform, the pride of a university numbering in it's fold over thirteen colleges and enjoying worldrenown for culture and intellectual prowess. It will be surprising
to some to learn that the Fill toil enjoys an enviable reputation of its
own. For the Fulton was victorious in all but one of its contests
last year gaining national prominence by defeating, among others,
Arizona and Dartmouth.
It will be a great debate. Every B. C. student who desires to
see his college rated a little higher in the scale should be present?
if only to give fitting welcome to our visitors from across the big
puddle.

The

The fifth International Debate to be
held on this side of the Atlantic between Bates College and the English
Universities will'take place in Portland, Maine, this year, on October 21.
The question is: "Resolved, That Democracy Is a Mistaken Ideal."
"Pay your tuition in ham, eggs,
sorghum, butter, bacon or what have
you," is the slogan of Mountain Home
College, Arkansas. If a prospective
student has not the necessary wherewithal to pay for his tuition, he may
pay in produce. The college caters
chiefly to mountaineers.
Whether professors are also paid
with slabs of bacon or gallons of
sorghum is not?wade clear. Safe to
say the pedagogues enjoy the flavor of
the home cured meats and horn ?
grown products.-~Minncsota
Daily.

Photos of students have been attached to all enrollment papers at Toledo University. The idea is to make
it easier for professors to identify the

A professor of the University of
Posen, Poland, is regarded as one of
the greatest linguists of Europe today. He knows 36 languages and 24
dialects and is only 38 years old.

PRESIDENT OF JUNIOR C
Class Intends to Make Early
Start in Junior
Activities

Mount Holyoke College is struggling with the problem of how to
create a college working day which
leaves time and daylight enough after

At a short meeting of the class last
Tuesday, the members of Junior C
elected their officers for the ensuing
year. Mr. Curley, president of the
Junior Class, acted as chairman of the
meeting.
Neil T. Scanlon was unanimously
chosen president of the section. The
office of vice-president was hotly contested and Freddy Moncewicz was announced the winner. Mr. Shea is secretary and Mr. Denis Manning treas-

classes are over for athletics and for
all the other things which students
want to do with their time apart from
studying. A referendum of the college paper indicates a majority in
favor of setting the entire schedule
hack to a start at e : ght o'clock instead of eight thirty.

AUGUSTINE
| MARYMultigraphing
DWYER:

urer.
Junior C in getting an early start
manifested a desire to play an active
part in Junior activities, and
Mr. Scanlon in the chair and wit \u25a0Re
assistance of the other officers this
section intends to show the rest of the
Junior class that it is "there."

Mss. Edited and Typed
Lecture Notes a Specialty

(
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on Tuesday during the aondemic
Official newspaper of Boston College, published
Ento.ed .is
Boston, G«, Mass,
year by the students of Boston College. Chestnut Hill,
second class matter at the Boston Post Office.
Subscription price, .f2.01) per year. Advertising rales furnished on request.
England
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Intercollegiate Newspaper Association.
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Abolition of active football captain.;
effected by the executive committee of the student body at Stanford
Hereafter the position
University.
will be honorary and only awarded at
the end of the season. An active field
captain will be appointed for each
contest by the coaches.
The initiative for this move cam:
from the coaches.
They favor the
plan because it will giye them more
freedom in the selection of men to
play in each particular game.

8-10-12
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Scott's Tuxedos
for Young Men
?are

Yale has cancelled its thirty intercollegiate hockey contests on the 19201927 schedule. This* was announced
when it was
that the new
hockey arena now under construction,

custom-made in quality, yet ready-to-

wear.

Tailored in our own workrooms, from fine
glove-finish worsteds, in sizes to fit perfectly
?short, tall and young- men of average build.
Silk lined throughout.
Young Men in prep school and college will
find Scott's Tuxedos authoritatively correct in
fashion and above reproach in quality.'
Tuxedo and Trousers, §50 and 555

would not be completed This fall.

The construction of the New Colof. Liberal
a brane'rt of Si.
Ignatius' College in San Francisco, is
well under way. The foundation and
first floor have been completed and
the work should be finished by the
opening of college in 1927. The newstructure is one of the largest Catholic college buildings in the United
States, having a frontage of 210 feet
and a depth of 120 feet.

'

(Young Men's Dept.?2nd Floor)

LIMITED

f

*\u25a0
»

336 to 340 Washington Street, Boston

EDITORIAL COMMENT
that the B. C. graduate board has at last accepted the PRES. LEEN OUTLINES
THE
Freshman eligibility rule should be hailed with acclaim and genrejoicing
news

on all sides. The question of the practicality or fooleral
ishness of the rule should be, and undoubtedly was, waived. The
important factor was that the major colleges of the East all recognized the-£ule, and while we did not recognize it we were beyond
the" pale. The acceptance of the rule, however, is just another
indication of the soaring flight of the Eagle among the Class A
colleges of the country. It is to be hoped that the schedule makers
will have a much easier task in the future, for at least one alibi for
potential opponents is herewith removed. Now?bring on the big

game!

*

*

$

$

Our football team is on its way westward ho! It is a great
But St. Louis University, situated as it is in Missouri, will
have to be shown. Frank Cavanaugh and company are good little
demonstrators and all in all we feel that they will do such forceful
demonstrating that even that great commonwealth of skeptics
will have to break down and confess that they have been, at last,
shown.
team.

BERNARD MALONE

PURPOSE OF SOCIETY

Marquette Receives Five
New Members?Flynn
Debate Chairman

Mason Contractor
BROOK LINE, MASS.

SCHEDULE BEING FORMED
At the last meeting of the debating
society the usual weekly debate was
set aside while Mr. Leen, of Sophomore and president of the society, out-

lined its constitution and aims.
Mr. Leen explained the laws of the
society and briefly gave the reason for
imposition of fines. He wound up his
talk by an appeal to the members to
*
*
*
be serious in regard to their demeanor
The primary purpose of a cheer is that it be cheering. And at the meetings and to take up the
when a cheer closely resembles a stage whisper the effect is far work of debating earnestly so that
from cheering. It is depressing. So depressing is this type of they might derive the greatest benefit
cheering that our own w. k. cheer leader, Mort O'Connor, has been from them.
on the very verge of tears all season so far. Don't let this go on.
Five new members were admittedto
Hereafter if a man goes out of Braves Field still able to raise his - the society and gave trial speeches.
own voice above a hoarse cackle, let him be anathema?that's the The two Donahue brothers distinonly word for it!
guished themselves admirably in their
initial attempts, and a great deal is
of them in the future. Their
expected
Minor
entangled
processes
in the
of
LoStud (more or less
gic) "I thought a thought but the thought I thought was not the gestures were well executed and their
pauses well timed.
thought I thought I thought."
*
*
*
A cordial invitation was extended
to
all Freshmen and Sophomores to
In our scholarly fashion we have been wondering which of the join the society. It must be rememHeaps is better known in this cultural college?Uriah or Henry?
bered that the object of the society is
*
*
not to give good speakers a chance to
The Sesqui was marked by the presentation of "Hecuba" by show off but to give men with ability
the Holy Cross players. We wager that there were those in the in this line a chance to develop themaudience who understood the Greek drama the same way the exselves.
perts understood the Dempsey-Tunney quarrel.
It was also announced at the meet*
*
ing that William Flynn, president of
Sophomore, had been chosen to underC. J. D., that man of mystery with the Sherlock Holmes' protake the arduous duties of chairman
clivities, has submitted the following, credited to Al Jolson:
of
the intercollegiate committee. It
week
gas,
by
people
by
killed last
100
inhal"There were 700
is hoped that a fine set of outside deing it, 20 by exploding it and 580 by stepping on it." Giddap!
*
*
*
bates may be arranged for the com-

E. L. GRIMES PRINTING CO.
Printers of The Heights and
other well known Publications
-

*

Send for Estimate?Liberty

Boston, Mass.

368 Congress Street
jTITI'IYttT

3356
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McCLOSKEY PREFECT Twenty-five New Members Received
OF SENIOR SODALITY at Second Meeting of C. M. T. C. Club

ACTIVITIES AT THE HEIGHTS
No. 1
The
week
this
HEIGHTS will publish a series of articles pointing out the opportunities
that arc present for the students who
take part in the extra-curricular activities. Although this series is intended primarily to acquaint the
Freshmen with the different activities
of the college, it is hoped that it will
prove a source of interest and information to members of the other
classes.
At the outset it may be wise to call
attention to the fact that since Boston
College is a day college, the part
played by these extra-curricular activities in fostering a true college

Commencing

spirit cannot be over-emphasized.
As the subject of the first article,

The HEIGHTS has been chosen. The
Heights is the official news organ of
the students of Boston College and is
issued every Tuesday during the
school year. The first number of The
HEIGHTS was published in November, 1919. Making its appearance at
first in the nature of a bulletin, The
HEIGHTS has made rapid strides in
the field of college journalism. It increased in size and interest until in
1925 the first eight page edition of
The HEIGHTS was printed. At present The HEIGHTS generally consists
of six pages of news and sports, although eight page numbers are not
uncommon.
The HEIGHTS is managed and edited by the students themselves with
the cooperation of a faculty Moderator. The Moderator for 1926-27 will
be Fr. Countie, professor of junior
philosophy, who acted in the same capacity last year.

The Managing Board, composed of
nine students, has full charge of the
newspaper. All members are directly
responsible to the editor-in-chief,
Thomas C. Hclt'ernan, '27, for the effiThe
ciency of their departments.
Board may be divided into the News
and Business departments. The Managing Editor, the Chairman of the
Editorial Board, the Sporting and
News Editors make up the News department, while the Business Manager, the Treasurer, the Advertising
and the Circulation Managers form
the Business department.
The office of Managing Editor is at
once the hardest and the best of the
positions. It is the hardest in the
sense that this Editor puts in more
time and energy in getting out the
newspaper and the best since he derives more practical knowledge and
experience of the workings of a newspaper than any other member of the
Managing Board. It is his duty to
make up the newspaper; that is, he
must decide what position each story
will occupy on the different pages in
accord with its news value, and he is
also responsible for the arrangement
of any cuts that may be used. The
Managing Editor also writes all the
headlines for the various stories. If
for any reason the News Editor has
failed to provide sufficient copy the
Managing Editor must furnish sometiling to fill in. The Managing Editor
for this year is Martin E. Griffin, '27.
The Chairman of the Editorial
Board obviously must supply editorials with unfailing regularity. Editorial writing is the highest form of
college newspaper writing because in
it are expressed the views and opinions of a thinking student body. At
the present moment there is a dearth
of writers on the Editorial Board of
The HEIGHTS and it is hoped that
the students, particularly in Freshman and Sophomore, wiil awaken to
the opportunity at hand. Give your
name to Victor J. Newton, '28, the
present chairman, and you will be assured of a fair trial.
The Sporting Editor takes care that
every week there wiil be material at
hand for the sporting page. Sporting assignments are posted every
Monday to be turned in the followingThursday, except in the case where
games take place on Saturday.
On
such occasions space is reserved for
the story. Once again, let it be pointed out that opportunity knocks, for
there are vacancies on the staff of the

Sporting department. Freshmen and
Sophomores who are interested in
sports and sports writing should interview Joseph Linehan, '27, the
Sporting Editor, in regard to filling
the aforesaid vacancies.

The News Editor must see to it
that whatever of interest transpires
in the college will find its way into the
columns of The HEIGHTS, and take
care that every student activity receives its share of life-giving publicity. Anyone desiring to write news
stories should submit their names to
Timothy F. Lyons, '27, the present incumbent. Here again is a fine chance
for students who are eager to improve
their English and style, the external
manifestations of an educated man,
through practice in writing.
Turning to the Business department, we find that Business Manager
Francis D. Barrett takes care of the
financial interests of the paper and
has 'charge of the giving of all business
""tracts.
The -reasurer, Robert Hilton, is the
chief assistant of the Business ManHe keeps the books of The
ager.
HEIGHTS and supervises the sending
out of hills to those who advertise in
the columns of The HEIGHTS. The
Treasurer will welcome assistants
who will obtain a fine practical training in business.
Walter J. Leach, '27, the Advertising Manager, is director of a very important phase of any newspaper, viz.,
the soliciting of ads. Advertising is
a most vital part of the existence of
a newspaper and is responsible for its
sound financial basis. Without advertising it would be extremely difficult
for The HEIGHTS to exist. There
are openings in this department, and
those who would learn to meet business men and are anxious to earn a
little money should see Mr. Leach.
Each assistant is paid a commission
of 15 per cent, on the amount of advertising he secures. Incidentally the
members of the Advertising staff are
the only ones connected with The
HEIGHTS who receive financial remuneration for their endeavors.
The efficiency of the Circulation department, which makes certain every
subscriber receives his copy of The
HEIGHTS every week, is a tribute to
\u25a0''

McNamara Running Second
Elected Vice-Prefect;
Shea Secretary

The first meeting of the SeniorJunior Sodality was held last Wednesday in the Senior classroom. This
meeting was merely preliminary and
was devoted to the election of officers
for the coming year. Fr. Sullivan,
the Students' Counsellor, called the
meeting to order and then gave over
the chair to Frank Murphy, the president of the Senior Class.
The honors for prefect were hotly
contested by Luke McCloskey, captain
of the track team, and "Dinny" McNamara, baseball captain. After the
counting of the ballot Luke McCloskey was announced the victor by a
narrow margin of three votes. "Dinny" McNamara was chosen vice prefect. Of the four candidates for secretary, three were of the illustrious
Shea elan, namely, Frank, John, and
Paul, all of Junior. Frank Shea of
Junior D was elected by an easy mar-
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to succeed Fr. McGrory as
Moderator of the sodality.
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they hand out P. A. sunshine. You and Prince
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THERE'S no other sport on the calendar to
compare with smoking a jimmy-pipe packed
with P. A. Indoors and out. Any season. You
win even when you draw, if you get what we
mean. And how you will draw, once you know
the wonderful taste of Prince Albert!
Cool as an over-cut notice from the dean.
Sweet as the thoughts of a holiday. Fragrant as
woodland flowers after a spring shower. P. A.
never bites your tongue or parches your throat.
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Students of Columbia this year will
principles of Economics not
from books, but from life, according
to a new plan of study now definitely
adopted after a year of trial and exlearn the

:

Choice of Meat
Potato and Vegetables
Rolls and Butter
Pudding
Tea or Coffee
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Are you anxious to earn some
money in your spare time? Here is a
chance to buy that new suit, or that

Father McDermott, S.J., has been

Soup

-

itself.

made from the

Freshmen, Sophomores
and Juniors

chosen
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Promise has been
official offices that
financial aid will be given and every
means of support will be maintained
to place this club on a firm basis.
The government offices at State
street will pay all expenses incurred
in advertising the club.
The C. M. T. C.is an organization
in which the student or young man
serves without pay and attends camp
during the summer. The R. O. T. C.
is a higher group in which those who
have made the grade in the
C. M. T. C. serve during the school
year with pay. Attendance for two
nights each week is compulsory. In
order to form a R. O. T. C. unit a
minimum of 100 men is required.
The club is composed of B. C. men
and graduates who have served in the
army branch of the National Guard.
Time for the next meeting will be
posted on the various bulletin boards
about the college. Many new members are expected to join at the next
meeting in order that the club may
meet with the success it deserves.
government

gin.

this article outlines the opportunities
that The HEIGHTS affords in the
newspaper field there is another aspect that must not be overlooked. The
friendships and associations formed
on The HEIGHTS are invaluable and
enduring. They are relations which,
because of the peculiar nature of a
day college, cannot be established in
any other way.
These friendships,
which are an index to man's character
and a criterion of his worth, can and
are cultivated not only on The
HEIGHTS but also in the various
other activities that will be the subject matter of ensuing articles.

"

Twenty-five new members were received into the ranks of the recently
organized C. M. T. C. Club last Friday afternoon when the second meeting was held in the Sub-Freshman
classroom. The total enrollment now
numbers
over fifty. Francis
W.
Phelan, '28, vice-president outlined
the plans of the club for the year.
Pointing out that the club was not
established for business reasons he
declared that it was intended merely
as a social organization to bring the
men who attended camps throughout
the summer into contact with one
another again. Mr. Phelan went on
to point out that this is the onlyclub of its kind in existence in America. It is the only extra-curriculum
mentioned in general orders at Camp
Dever.s.
The motivating force behind this
club is found the graduates and the

1ST MEETING WEDNESDAY

the efforts of Norman Steele, '28. Assistans from the lower classes are
needed in this department also.
This in brief gives an idea of the
departments that combine in turning
out The HEIGHTS each week. It is
the endeavor of The HEIGHTS to present the news of the college in an interesting manner and to reflect the
opinion of the student body. While
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C. U. CERTAINLY SAW STARS

Eagle Tracksters Gain Two First

-

CAROLAN CALLS OFF

Generous Handicap?Another
Heightsmen
Week
ofFailTraining
to Overcome Expected
to Erection of New Bleachers
Prevents Use of Braves
Bring Results
Field for Practice

With

runners.

another week

and that there was no pole around I heedge. Frank Hussey found the going
tough in the century and placed third
to two fast high school men who had
the limit handicaps. Frank was less
than a half yard from the winner and
many thought that he was at least
second. The winner's time was 10 1/5,
but since he had a large handicap he
really did about 10 4/5, and Frank did
the fastest time because he ran the

of

training men like Hussey, Daley and
McCloskey would have been able to
overtake the limit men, but the handicaps were too great for these stars
to overcome.
The first event of the day was the
novice 4AQ, and William Mulcahy of
Freshman started things for the
Eagles by running away from the
field in the fast time of 57 seconds.
All the times were fast considering
that the track was soft and narrow,

full distance.
The 880 with Captain McCloskey on
scratch proved to be one of the best
races of the day.
Hubert Doyle, a
Freshman, was the only other Eagle
to start. The limit man had 52 yards
on Luke, so what Luke accomplished
can well be imagined when lie caught
and passed the whole field before the
end of the first quarter. This very
fact proved Luke's undoing. He ran
too fast in the first quarter, was unable to stay up on the back stretch,
and four men passed him before he
reached the tape. One of these was
Doyle, who, evidently lost in the
shuffle, suddenly came to life and with

TUXEDOS
HIRE

FOR

s

w

lsis

magnificent sprint passed all but
two of his rivals and won a third
place in his first start as a college

a

runner.

ill
1

HI 41

The 220 was the best race of the
day. The four Eagles entered, Joseph Kamesh, John Sullivan, Joseph
McCabe and Owen Dooley, were placed
scratch because Hussey didn't run in
the event. There were about ten men
in the race, and on the narrow track
a mad scramble occurred as the gun
barked. When the race was threequarters over, Kamesh seemed definitely out of it having been jostled
and pushed into seventh place. An
opening appeared in the group and
seizing the opportunity,
Kamesh,
rushed through and finished two yards
ahead of the second man who was
being pushed by John Sullivan. Mc-
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SLATTERY OPTIMISTIC
A sad blow has been dealt the addicts of the diamond pastime. Yes,
all the ball lessors from Manager
Carolan down are on the verge of
tears and all because they can't get
their autumnal workout as per custom. The bad news came from Braves
Field recently with the report that
the new bleachers going up to accommodate the football crowds will prevent any ball playing.
Last Saturday the Boston Pros
swung into action in their first league
tilt, and President McKirdy felt the
necessity of added parking space to
i lie pTgskin lan*. Someone ha.d to suffer, and it was just the
whim o\' the Kates that said someone
had to be the Eagle ball players.
This late decision of the powers that"
be is a disappointment for Coach Slattery, as he has been looking forward
to

by Harty

-

-

Positions in Brockton Fair Meet BASEBALL PRACTICE

The Eagle tracksters, as has been
the case the last few years, provided
most of the competition at the annual
Brockton Fair Meet last Thursday
afternoon. Although they only gained
two firsts the Eagles garnered many
seconds and thirds, due in part, to the
geoerous handicaps allowed the other
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the proposed practice sessions ever

since last June. As a result of this
postponement, he will have to wait
until the spring workouts in the
Armory before he can meet the new-

comers.
The loss to the team itself will be
a considerable one. Apparently they
would have an opportunity to wear oil'
the rough edge that comes from idleness, before start in,; in with the real
spring training, but now, "nevermore." And in the diamond sport,
every bit of work counts, so it happens that we are literally and figuratively and every other way "out of

luck."
However, optimists should worry. It
is felt that the (dub does not need it.
The team is going to_be a good one,
and is going to lie up on the top of
tile collegiate heap, if one can till
from the early forecast.

Cabc had been out front, but lost his
stride on the corner when someone
stepped o;i his shoe
The fast time
of 23 3/5 was regisrered on the stop
watches.
The 440 was a dual between Babe
Daley on scratch and Blake, the former Dartmouth star, now competing
for the B. A. A. Blake had a two-yard
handicap and used it to good advantage by reaching the first corner before Daley. Together they raced
around the outside of the track passing other men, but drawing Walt:.')'
Rogers, the other Eagle entrant,
along with them.
Blake had the
strength to stay out front and finished
two yards ahead of Daley, who had
the same margin on Rogers. The time
wa.s 52 seconds.
The only Eagle to get a watch in
the mile was Frank Harkins, who ran
a heady race, staying out front until
the last hundred yards, where he was
passed by the two best men in the
race. The time of 4.53 was very fast
for the track. Kay Comiolley gained
a third place in the high jump with a
leap i>f 5 feet 10 inches. Bill Farrell
just missed a place in the pole vault
when he failed to clear 11 feet.

NEWCOMERS AT THE HEIGHTS
Lenane, Stellar Performer
in Seven Branches
of Sport
Among the most prominent additions to athletic teams here at the
Heights, who before his graduation

promises to be one of Boston College's
greatest athletes, has entered in the
class of 1930 in the person of Mort
Lenane.
Lenane, who hails from New York,
the home of Frank Hussey, prepared
for college at St. John's Prep. While
there at the Danvers institution he
proved himself to be one of the most
versatile athletes ever to represent
the school and he holds a reputation
that can hardly be surpassed. He was
a sieilar performer in seven branches
of sport, performing in football, baseball, basketball, hockey, track, tennis

and golf.
In recognition of his extraordinary
athletic ability he was honored by his
mates with the captaincy of football,
baseball and basketball.
Of all the sports in which he took
part lie probably was best known as a
grid star, and it has been admitted by
a good many scribes and coaches
around that lie is the best end ever
tinned out in high or pre]) school
ranks, for being a track man of no

mean ability lie was exceptionally fast
in getting down under punts and he
can tackle like a demon, as opponents

of St. John's will testify. He is what
is known as a very heady player in
all sport lines, and be displayed this
to a great extent on the gridiron, for
there were few yards gained around
tlis end.
Baseball is perhaps his next best
sport, hi which he played a great
game in the outfield and was the leading batter on the team, and so prom-

ises to be up with the leaders here at
the Heights for this honor when the
season rolls along' for the great national pastime.
And all in all, Lenane is without
doubt the greatest and most versatile
of all the athletes that have ever entered this institution to win fame for
the Old Good and Maroon teams. May
he carry on in as successful a manner for B. C. as he did while representing the St. John's Prep!

Murphy and Lenane to Be
Wingmen on 1930

Team
A fair haired six-footer, whose
Apollo-like features belie his gridiron
ferocity, has developed into one of the

best ends at Boston College this fall,
and, while sure to get plenty of varsity

experience, his best opportunity will
lie next season. Charlie Murphy, former Hingham High football star, is
the end who lias stood out in the varsity-second team scrimmages with a
consistency that has stamped him of
prominent wing ability.
Charlie is only a freshman and a
new man probably to most of those
who follow B. C. sports, but is tie
ideal type of player for a B. C. wing.
He is tall and lithe, so that he can
cover ground with tremendous speed,
an asset that should aid materially
when the Eagles' aerial game is
Hashed.
Murphy went to Hingham High and
later to Thayer Academy, and at both
institutions starred in football. The
formation of a freshman team at the
college this year means that he, probably with Mort Lenane, will take care
of the wing positions for the 1930 outfit. At any rate, we shall look for
more from Charlie.
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THROUGH THE

EAGLE'SEY
MOKE FOOTBALL REFORM
AGITATION
The latest move in football advance-

ment or retrogression (according to
one's reception of the step) has been
the instigation of the "no scouting
idea" by the coaches of two large
universities. These men might be
called pioneers if the movement becomes universal, an actuality which
seems very doubtful. Scouting has
been and probably will continue to be
a very important part of defensive
football, and a good defense is every
bit as essential to a team as an

offense.
innovation,
however, will
The
hardly progress to such a stage that
it will become an adopted rule. At
its best it will be an agreement between parties as it is in this ease.
Like all other changes in football it
was hailed with joy at its very
appearance. Numerous have been
the advantages which the proposers
offer. That it might make football
a test of intelligence and alertness
for the players is one of the reasons
given forth. The men would be compelled to rely on their own skill and
knowledge of the game and less on
the information which the directing
minds of the team had garnered. It
:.said also that the game would be
improved from the spectator's standthat
point,
surprises would be
numerous and the resulting play
more thrilling.
Scouting- is an institution in almost
every form of human activity. It is
perhaps best known by its use in
warfare, but football with its attacks
and defenses, its maneuvers and
crafty plays, is more akin to war
than any sport known. Time and
again the two have been linked together by men who have been prominent in both activities. Major Cavanaugh, the master of both games,
often compared them in his many

5

Field of Tennis Candidates Narrows
Down After First Round of Contest
ONLY SIXTEEN MEN RETAINED
The first round of the annual fall
tournament was practically
completed last Friday. The field of
thirty-two candidates has now been
narrowed down to sixteen, as the
tennis

But will football scouting- be abolished? It is very doubtful. It is
too important a feature in the life
of the game. Not that it will injure the game, but it has too firm a
rooting to be displaced easily. Nothing- short of football revolution will
drive it from the position it now
enjoys.

RULING
NEW FRESHMAN
IN ATHLETICS
AND TRANSFER
The Athletic Board of the Boston
Alumni Association recently
voted to make the eligibility rules for
participants in athletics far more
stringent than they have been in the
past. The change will place the college on a plane with any college or
university in the country with regard
to strictness.
College

Hereafter, all Freshmen are barred
from participation on varsity loams,
and any man who has transferred
from another college and who bus
represented that institution in athletics is ineligible to compete for Boston College at any time.
This move has been contemplated
for the past few years, and its adoption will remove or should remove all
prejudice which has been current
since the Boston College athletic
teams became ton strong- for the
large
colleges
in the East.

weeding-out process has bjeen put
through in unusually quick time.
Although no match went to three
sets, most of them were much closer

than

the

scores

indicate. "Tom"

Egan, a member of the tennis team,
came through according to expectations with a victory over Murphy of
Sophomore, eliminating his opponent
to the tune of 6-3, 6-0, His steady
driving game was too much for his
opponent.
Marnell, semi-finalist of last year,
succumbed to the dazzling game of
"Doc'' Nolan. Nolan's crashing forehand drives broke through the usually
steady game of the former. This
match was by far the most interesting of all those played. As a result,
Nolan looms up a.- a probable mem-

ber of the team.
Tetie.>eo, the hockey star, breezed
through
his match with little
difficulty, turning back Phinney. of
Freshman, in straight sets, 6-0, C-0.
Tedesco also looked like a possible

member of the club.
Doherty, of Sophomore, came under
the wire aiiead of Lawless. '.')(), by
dint of his clever placements. The
score, 6-1, 6-2, tells the story of the
match.
The interest shown in the tourna-

ment thus far bodes well for the
coming tennis season. Although tennis has not yet been recognized as
a major sport, there is great reason to suppose that it will be soon, as
.ts popularity is gaining in leaps
and bounds. Plans are being made
to join the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association, for Boston College is
slowly but surely coming to the fore
in these days of growing popularity
of the net game. In the meet with
Holy Cross last spring, the Eagle
racquet wielders tied their opponents
at two all, a possible winning chance
being drowned out in the memorable
deluge of May 30.

The hurdlers have been doing but
little topping work so far. Of these,
Charlie Dooley and Jack Duane are
beadlineis. Dooley has been confined
lo a few shoit (lights, but has been
concentrating on the 220, his favorite
event indoors. He runs this distance
on the medley relay. Duane takes up
most of his time in quarter miles.
Jack ran on the one mile team on several occasions last winter.
The World Famous
HOI.TON HAND INSTRUMENTS

Peter Edwards Co., Inc.
Solp
Aeents for All Forclffn-Made
FRENCH HORNS AND BASSES
Repairing on all brasn and r«*pd instmmpnta: all kinds
of plating; Instruments
bought, Bold and exchanged.

224Tremont St., Boston, Opp. Majesic Theatre

DAGATA RECEIVES INJURY
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
According to the medical report, he
will be out of the battle for at least
three weeks. This is truly a misfortune, for he was slowly coming to
a state of prominence in the daily
scrimmages. Now his training will
be retarded, and it seems most likely
that he will have to awaint another
year before he can do himself just.ce at the gridiron uport.
Dagata hails from Fall River. During the past few years he has been
one of the most prominent athletes
in the southern part of Massachusetts. Fall River papers gave him
"All" positions without question, and
all reports pointed to him as a fine
player, with a brilliant future. There
is, however, a ray of hope that he
will return to action sooner than the
aforementioned time. It is sincerely
to be hoped.
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TRACK NOTES

the world, we think.

..

old friend, "Hank" Eussell, uncovered a lot of unusual sprint stuff
lately. Clocked by Jack Ryder, he

Every draw packs a might of
satisfaction -delivered with kid gloves. That's
why you can smoke OLD GOLD from sunup to

stepped through a three-quarters in
the exceptional time of 3 min. 19 sec-

The abolition of cross

country

we find that he has. been close to 125
feet on several occasions. Bob is letter man from last year, and he looks
able to be a shining light in the discus
event.

..

.

sundown-without penalty

jaunts has apparently done Euss a lot
of good, and we are looking for fine
things from him in the indoor season.
Among the field event men, we find
Bob Donovan working a great deal of
late. Bob has been turning in some
nice figures with his well worn platter. Measuring some of his heaves,

.

m cigarettes
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YOU CAN SMOKE THEM
ALL THE WAY AROUND THE CLOCK
A coarse cigarette is like the town bully. It tries to
appear strong, but it's merely bad-mannered. Real
champions deliver the good* in a gentlemanly way
That's OLD GOLD-the new miracle blend

Chuck Farrell, the Wisconsin schoolboy, has been justifying the reports
about him. He has been consistently
flirting around the 10 feet 6 inches
height all week, and that without any
extraordinary effort. With some regular work he will soon be around the
twelve foot mark, rather up on top of
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after-dinner speeches.
Not in warfare alone is scouting
a major operation. In the commercial world it. is one of the most important features of business. .Large
concerns and others not so large keep
vigilant watch on their rivals in all
their activities. Chemical works and
factories which employ chemistry in
their business are known to buy competitor's products and analyze them
to discern their composition with view
to improving their own output.
All through social life scouting has
a prominent place but with a much
more dignified title. And so throughout* the long list of endeavors and
activities in which man engages. It
is a natural tendency in the face of

Old time form was demonstrated by
Frank Hussey in practice last week.
He breezed through an 80 in the flySuch an
ing time of 8 2/l«th sec.
early season performance by him
promises much for the future.
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(Continued from Page h ( -'ol.
over-empnaso;
the hour at the t.rne.
Fred also
athletics.
of inercoilegiate
duals of the
the
reaching
in
succeeded
Conte-t. and performed

Oratorical

-

most creditably.
Thus from a resume of the records
as
nr Messrs. McDermott and Keef'e
both
are
seen
that
it
can
be
debaters
endowed, with more than ordinary
ability. The possession of calm, deliberate reasoning under fire is never
so evident a.-, in public debates, and
both Mr. Keefe and Mr. McDermott
have manifested this ability in their
debates. In the execution of such an
important enterprise as the Sub Turri
this ability will be of inestimable
value.

service on various executive committees and as chairman of
Through

the Junior smoker, Leo Keefe has
shown conclusively that he is not lacking in executive ability or in business
acumen. Mr. Keefe also serves in the
position of cheer leader for 1027.
Mr. McDermott has gained the necessary experience in newspaper work
as a member of The HKIGHTS for
the past four years, and on occasions
he has contributed to the Stylus. He
is also a member of the track team,
showing promise as a sprinter. However, due to the pressure of activities,
he has not been able to acquit himself
as well as he might.
With the 1027 Sub Turri in such
capable hands there need be little
fear over the success of the year book.
Moreover, if Fred McDermott and
Leo Keefe live up to their past records there can lie little question that
the 1927 Sub Turri will establish a
high standard for future Sub Tun-is.
Next week Mr. McDermott and Mr.
Keefe will make public the remaining
appointments of their staff. Already
they are receiving bids from various
printing and engraving concerns who
are anxious to publish the 1027 Sub

Turri.
It would

seem that the university
men pass up the best things for jazz

and prize fights. At any rate, dance
halls and fight stadiums are always
crowded while music programs at the
university go begging for an audience.
"The general run of people have a
keener appreciation of music than do
You will never find a
college boys.
large body of students even at the
best intercollegiate musical concert,"
said Mr. Natzsche, professor of music
at University of Idaho.

REAGAN, KIPP CO.
Jewelers

162 Tremont St., Boston

FOOTBALL NOTES
What a happy sight greets the
Fagic fan as he looks over the afternoon practice sessions at the Heights!
Ciuc lie viewed with joy the lengthy
boots from the powerful left foot of:
Jimmy Fit/patrick; later he was overwhelmed by the sky-scraping spirals
of thf versatile "Chuck" Darling, but
now he is thrilled to the core by the
spectacle which confronts him. The
view from the hilltop discloses six
representatives of the Maroon and
Gold backfield, each of whom is able
to kick consistently from 50 to 00
>e.rds. Such conglomerated ability
it pleasing in its umisualness.
Never befoie this year has Boston
College betn favored with such a talented array of backfield material. Tlie
members of the first string sextet are
proven ball-carriers, and are as acciti ate at forward passing as they are
Imagine a
consistent at punting.
backfield composed entirely of triple
threats! Imagine a backfield that is
able to cause twelve worries at one
time! No wonder the Eagle supportrs enfeitain vivid expectations and
remain in a high state of anticipation
regarding the outcome of the season.

1926 MEN REPRESENTED

IN VARIOUS BRANCHES
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
Harvard Dental: Albert Fallon; Harvard Law: Edward Mullowney, William Considine. Robert Shea, Robert
Daley, Walter Morris, Harry O'Sullivan, Cornelius Moynihan; Fordham
Law: Edward Harrison; Georgetown
Law: Arthur Murray; Georgetown
Foreign Service: Daniel Healy; Harvard Business: Theodore Drury, John
Dorsey, Charles O'Malley, Albert
Keenan, Arthur Doyle.
Henry Fairbanks, Edward Dolan
and Leon Vincent are teaching in
Rochester, N. Y. T. Everett McPeake is teaching at Brooklyn Prep,
while Edward Hawley is teaching in
Flahive
has
Connecticut. James
joined the ranks of the benedicts and
is teaching in upper New York State.
gone
Andrew
Carroll
has
to
Havana, Cuba, to fill the position of
teacher-coach at Belen University.
The champion lone stridor on the
Heights is Captain Luke. Have yon
ever
ground
noticed
his
eating
stretches? After a workout recently,
we paced oil' two of his footprints. It
took exactly nine lengths of our shoes
to fill up the intervening' space. Judging- from this, it looks as though Luke
will succeed George Lenness as the
longest stepper, locally, and if we remember rightly George used to cover
close to nine feet in successive jumps.
No doubt Luke will have to dispute
this with Frank Kane of Harvard. It
will be interesting- to watch their comparative
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(Continued from Page 1,

Col.

COMMUNICATIONS

1)

English

Intensive study of the aims ami
methods of teaching oral and written
1.

composition, poetry, prose fiction, the
essay and drama. Professor William
F. Linehan.
2. Literary values. Professor Wil \u25a0
liam L. M. Johnson, S.J.
3. A study of selected plays o,
Shakespeare.
Professor John S.
Keating, S. J.
4. ]? undamentals in English. Appreciation of language as a medium
of self expression, necessitating practice in clear organized writing and
speech. Professor Frederick J. Gillis.
;">.
American poets. Profe s so r
A.ichael J. Earls, S. J.

Latin
Studies in Lucretius. Tacitus,
Latin Comedy and Latin Composition.
Professor N.-eph Manque, S.J.
2. Methods of High School Latin.
Professor John F. Doherty, S.J.
1.

French
1. Iniensici review of grammar
employing both English and French
texts. Study of idioms. Conversation
Methods of teaching. Professor Paul
V. Donovan.
2. History of French Literature
and Civilization. Reading of selected
texts. Professor Paul V. Donovan.
'\u25a0).
The French Drama. Early dramatic circles. Development of French
drama: Corneille, Racine, Moliere.
Professor Paid de Mangelere, S.J.
History

1. American History.
A survey
of the history of the United States
from 1781) to the present day together
with suggestions for teaching the
same. Professor William H. J. Kennedy.
2. The Political, Social and Religious aspects of the Protestant Reformation. Professor Charles L. O'Brien,

S.J.
American Economic History.
A presentation of the leading facts of
American history in the light of their
economic causes. Professor Frederick
J. Gillis.
Mathematics
1. Subject niatter and methods of
touching algebra and geometry with
emphasis on modern methods of
teaching?practical phases, the function concept, concrete to abstract reasoning, points of unity among the
various branches of mathematics. Professor Arthur F. Leary.
'\u25a0'~

Education
1. Junior High School Administration. Thursday, 5.10-6 P.M. Professor Joseph F. Gould.
2. High
School Administration.
Thursday, 5.10-6 P.M. Professor to be

To the Editor:
We will all ap;roe that the students
are near 100 per cent, in their ambition to make the St. Louis trip. The
fellows are more than enthusiastic
after the past (1925) home game season, to display their accumulated en

thusiasm. However,

REPAIRED

-

45 Devonshire Street

BUCKINGHAM
HOTEL,
ST. LOUIS

Headquarters for

Boston College
Where the Yankees stayed
while taking two out of three
from the Cardinals.
Special Rates to Loyal Followers

Boston

as eireumstanc;;::

MOW stand this trip seems impos-

sible.
Vet there sems to be a possibility
which, with quick and earnest cooperation, may develop into a surety.
We have a number of holidays cornins1 too. Rector's clay, Retreat Hotday, the day after Thanksgiving'.
You may be more than sure we a 1!
would appreciate holidays in a group
together with some of the Christmas
holidays if it would make the trip

possible.
Honing you place

which may

this in

hands

see our view.

Yours with 100C P.. C. enthusiasm,
'28.
Agnosticism.

Professor Frederick W.

Boehm. ,S. J.
:'.

Cosmology.

Professor Joseph

Sullivan, S.J.
Apologetics

1.

The
Sacraments.
Professor
George T. Eberle, S.J.
Science
Classes in Physics, Chemistry, Biology and General Science by special
arrangement with the Registrar.
Physics. Professor Daniel J. Lynch,
S.J.
Professor Arthur J
Chemistry.
llohman, S.J.
Biology. Professor Francis J. Dore.
S.J.
Special Lectures
1. Current Problems?Social Political and Economic. Professor Jones
I. Corrigan, S.J.
The course of special lectures given
by Father Corrigan has provoked
much favorable comment and called
forth many editorials from the Boston
press.
2. Modern Science and the Bible.
The relation of Biology, Astronomy
and other sciences to the truths of
Scripture.
One semester
Second semester.
hour credit. Time to be announced.
Professor Michael J. Ahem, S. J.

FR. CORRIGAN, S.J.,
ON "EQUAL RIGHTS"
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
behind the amendment is individualistic, not social. In its provisions it is
dilatory and destructive.
Women
really need specific bills for specific
ills. The so-called 'blanket amendment' would injure far more women
than it would benefit.
''The advocates of 'equality,' as
they term it, are afflicted with social
astigmatism as regards the relation
of the sexes," Father Corrigan said.
"They view woman as everywhere in
'subjection' to man. They mean to
'emancipate' her.
"This 'subjection' of women, a'
least today, is an optical illusion.
Many men are ready to testify that
the shoe is on the other foot. But
the important social point involved,
and missed entirely by the advocates
of the 'equal rights' program, is, not
the non-sensical question of 'superiority' or 'inferiority' as between men
and women, but how to get better cooperation between the sexes for the
social good of all. The fatal weakness in the 'proposed amendment is
that it puts men and women in conflict, whereas nature and social experience demand that they work in
co-operation. Legal 'equality' ending
in conflict and social demoralization
and disruption is a poor substitute for
social union and harmonious life."

The students of Leland Stanford
University seem to have a hard lot.
During' the last five years the scholastic requirements there have been
raised about fifty per cent., according
to the authorities of that institution.
"?
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announced.
Education.
S.J.
Education.
Professor John B. Creedenj S. J.
3. The Philosophy of
Professor James A. Cahill,
4. The Psychology of

Course 4 in Education has proved
be the most popular and it was
found necessary to give two courses.

to

at Lowest Prices and Terms
F A MURPHY, Heights Office
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Education
5.

Directed observation and super-

vised teaching-. To acquaint the student-teacher with educational organization, class room management and
procedure.
(Open only to those receiving their
practice teaching under the direction
of Boston College.)
First semester. Fifteen hours lecture, 50 hours observation, 75 hours
practice. Prof. Frederick J. Gillis.
6. Secondary Education.
Aims
and Methods of Instruction. Monday.
4.20-5.10 P.M. Professor Frederick J.
Gillis.
7. Seminar in Educational Problems. Professor James F. Mellyn, S.J,
This seminar is another course
which has proved so popular, that it
became necessary to give two courses
in the subject. The second course is
given by Rev. John B. Creedon, S.J.
Both of these courses are open only
to candidates for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy.
8. History of Education. Saturday,
9.30-10.20 A.M. Professor Frederick
J. Gillis.
Second semester to be arranged,
Philosophy
1. Dialetics. Nature of reasoning process. The material and formal
elements. Deductive and inductive
reasoning.
Analytic and synthetic

methods.

Fallacies.

Professor Jo-

seph K. Countie, S.J.
2.. Criteriology. Truth.
Its nature and kinds. Certitude. Scepticism.
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